
Acer Laptop Screen troubleshooting Tricks and Tips 

Acer is one of the top selling computer manufacturers offering various products like advanced laptops, 

and desktop computers at reasonable prices. They have multiple dealers and stores across India for 

selling their products as well service center for supporting their customers in terms of after sales repair. 

Here are your tips to replace the Acer Screen from repaired laptop, if you think you can service your 

own laptop. If you doubt your skills prefer the top rated Laptop Service Center from below. 
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If you own Acer Aspire V5 Laptop and it has screen display problem occurring always and you wish to 

find the possible chances. Here is it. 

This may be due to loose connection of the ribbon cable connected to pushes through sockets. I case 

this might be the problem fixing the loose connection help laptop screen recovered. Else you have to 

replace it.  
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How to replace? 

First you may require Cross screw driver, Plastic Guitar Picks for replacement of the Acer Laptop Screen. 

Then shut down the laptop power by removing the battery and unplugging it from the power source 

because the small electronics might burn while replacing it with other screen matrix. Unscrew all the 

sides of the laptop screen frame cover. Use plastic guitar picks to detach the cover from the snaps with 

proper care to prevent breakage. After removing the cover, unscrew the matrix from the laptop by 

disconnecting from the ribbon cables. 

Buy new Acer Laptop Screen from Authorized dealers at best price quotes using Yellow Pages. Take out 

the new screen matrix and replace it on the laptop by connecting it with ribbon cables. Place the matrix 

properly in its position and screw them up. Snap the frame cover back and attach them accurately. This 

procedure may be accurate for Acer Aspire Model V5. While considering other models it may differ. If 

you are not clear on disassembling techniques please prefer Authorized Service Center. 

Here is the list of Authorized Acer Service Center 
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centres_ ahmedabad _locator.htm 

Get the best price quotes from top reviewed and recommended businesses from Sulekha India. 
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